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We prove that row reducing a quantum matrix yields another quantum matrix
for the same parameter q. This means that the elements of the new matrix satisfy
 .the same relations as those of the original quantum matrix ring M n . As aq
corollary, we can prove that the image of the quantum determinant in the
 .abelianization of the total ring of quotients of M n is equal to the DieudonneÂq
determinant of the quantum matrix. A similar result is proved for the multiparame-
ter quantum determinant. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The representation theory of the quantum general linear group is
similar to that of the commutative coordinate ring of the general linear
group.
In this paper we show that row reducing, an important method in linear
algebra, does also work for quantum matrices and the quantum determi-
nant. More precisely, in Theorem 3, we show that the matrix obtained
from the original quantum matrix Z by row reducing to clear all the
elements, but one, in the first column, yields a matrix that is again a
quantum matrix, such that, the elements of the new matrix satisfy the same
 .relations as those of the original quantum matrix ring M n . In Theoremq
 .4 we prove that the quantum determinant of the new row-reduced
matrix, is equal to the quantum determinant of the original quantum
matrix.
We work over an algebraically closed field k. The ring of quantum
 .matrices M n is an iterated Ore extension of k. Hence it is an integralq
 .domain and it has a total ring of left and right quotients D. We show in
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the corollary to Theorem 4 that the image of the quantum determinant of
the quantum matrix Z in D*ab is equal to the Dieudonne determinant ofÂ
the matrix Z. This can also be established by using the remark following
w x3.1 and 3.3 in the paper GR1 by Ghelfand and Retakh. The proofs of the
above-mentioned formulas are not provided, therefore, we shall give a
detailed account of our proof. On the other hand, our approach is quite
different. It is based on row reducing a quantum matrix and on the fact
that the quantum determinant is invariant under row reducing over D.
w x w xOur proof in contrast to the approach in GR1 and GR2 has to do with a
Grassmannian algebra.
Although both are called determinants, the Dieudonne determinant andÂ
the quantum determinant each represent two quite different approaches
for the notion of a noncommutative determinant. Basically, the DieudonneÂ
determinant comes from row reducing, while the quantum determinant
comes from a Grassmannian algebra. The major difficulty is caused by the
fact that the quantum determinant is not, in general, multiplicative.
w xThe Dieudonne determinant was defined in Di for an arbitrary squareÂ
matrix with coefficients in a skew field; its values are cosets in D*ab. While
one can provide a well-defined element in D*ab, we do not get a nice
formula for it. To calculate the Dieudonne determinant, we use a proce-Â
dure similar to the one for producing the row-reduced echelon form of a
matrix.
The quantum determinant is not meaningful for an arbitrary matrix but
only for a quantum matrix. For a quantum matrix we may consider a
quantum Grassmannian plane, which is a Frobenius quadratic algebra and
w xhas an associated quantum determinant; see Ma, Chap. 8 . The value of
the quantum determinant is given by an elegant polynomial formula. It
also has a nice formula for row or column expansion. In fact, the construc-
tion of the quantum determinant is possible because one has a categorical
braiding which can be used to define the quantum Grassmannian algebra.
Therefore, the quantum determinant corresponds to a setting which en-
tails information not ordinarily present when one just looks for a noncom-
mutative determinant of a square matrix over an arbitrary skew field. This
explains why the quantum determinant has properties that do not persist
for the more general Dieudonne determinant.Â
 .For n s 2 the expression of the quantum determinant is det Z sq
ad y qy1 bc s ad y acay1 b, therefore its projection in D*ab is equal to
the Dieudonne determinant. A direct calculation of the Dieudonne deter-Â Â
minant, for large n, does not look too nice anymore. We establish
eventually the similar fact for an arbitrary n by using an inductive
argument.
The first two sections of this paper recall basic well-known facts about
the Dieudonne determinant and the quantum determinant. Then weÂ
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establish Theorems 3 and 4 and as a corollary the fact that that the image
 . abof det Z in D* equals the Dieudonne determinant for the quantumÂq
matrix for any n. Finally, we prove that a similar result holds for the
multiparameter quantum determinant as defined in the paper by Artin,
w xSchelter, and Tate AST .
Â2. THE DIEUDONNE DETERMINANT
Let D be a skew field and denote by p the canonical surjection
ab w xD ª D* s D*r D*, D* . Recall some notations and definitions from
w x  .Dx . Let M D be the matrix units in the ring of square matrices ofn
dimension n over a skew field D, and denote by e the matrix units ini, j
 .M D .n
 .As usual we denote the transvections by t t s I q te , and we leti, j i, j
 .  .d u s I q u y 1 e . For an arbitrary permutation s g S we associatei i, i n
 .  .the permutation matrix P s s d where d denotes the Kroneckeri, s j
symbol.
 .Multiplication on the left right by these matrices will perform the usual
 .elementary row column transformations.
 .Recall now that a matrix A g M D is right invertible if and only if it isn
 .left invertible, and this happens if and only if the rows columns of A are
 .left right linearly independent. We denote the set of invertible matrices
 .  .in M D by GL D .n n
The original design for the Dieudonne determinant was to be a multi-Â
 . abplicative mapping det : M D ª D* , equal to 1 for any transvectionD n
 .t t . The price to pay for such a general definition is that its values arei, j
ab w xnot in D but are cosets in D* s D*r D*, D* . It is difficult to handle
this determinant because its values are not polynomials but rational
functions in the coefficients and it has no nice formula for row or column
wexpansion. There is a substitute for the row expansion given in Ar, Chap.
xIV, Theorem 4.5 , but it is too weak to be useful.
w xWe need the following result; see Dx, Theorems 1 and 2 in Chap. 19 .
 .THEOREM 1 Bruhat Normal Form . Let D be a skew field and A g
 .M D a matrix ha¨ing a right in¨erse. Then there exists a decompositionn
A s TUP s V , 1 .  .
where
1 ) ) 1 0
. .. ) ) .T s , U s diag u , . . . , u , V s , .1 n. . 0  00 1 ) ) 1
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 .s a permutation, P s the permutation matrix corresponding to s , and U
and s are unique with these properties.
Now we may introduce the following:
 .  .DEFINITION. Let A g M D , and let A s TUP s , U sn
 .diag u , . . . , u , with u , . . . , u and s uniquely defined by the Bruhat1 n 1 n
 .normal form of A. Define det : M D ª D, byn
det A s 0 if A is not invertible .
and
det A s sign s u ? ??? ? u if A g GL D . .  .  .1 n n
ab w xDEFINITION. Let p : D* ª D* s D*r D*, D* be the canonical pro-
jection. The Dieudonne determinant of A isÂ
det A s p det A . .  .D
< <Occasionally we denote the Dieudonne determinant by A .Â D
A direct consequence of this definition is that the Dieudonne determi-Â
nant has a number of remarkable properties which are similar to proper-
ties of a determinant in the commutative case:
 .   ..  .PROPOSITION 1. 1 det t t s 1 for any trans¨ ection t t sD i, j i, j
I q te .i, j
 .   ..  .2 det P s s sign s for any permutation matrix s .D
 .  .3 The Dieudonne determinant is multiplicati¨ e: det A ? B sÂ D
 .  .det A ? det B .D D
w x w x wFor the proofs see the original paper Di , Dx, Chaps. 19 and 20 or Ar,
xChap. IV .
The following two examples may help explain some of the reasons for
taking cosets modulo commutators in D in defining the DieudonneÂ
determinant:
EXAMPLE 1. Let
u 0 ¨ 01 1
. .. .U s and V s .. . 0  00 u 0 ¨n n
 .  .  .Then det U s u ? ??? ? u , det V s ¨ ? ??? ? ¨ , and det UV s u ¨1 n 1 n 1 1
? ??? ? u ¨ .n n
  ..This shows that det is not multiplicative while p det UV s
  ..   ..p det U ? p det V .
Hence multiplicativity will not hold unless we use the projection by p .
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EXAMPLE 2. Let
u 0 ¨ 0U s and V s . /  /0 ¨ 0 u
Then V can be obtained from U by elementary row transformations, so
that one can write V s TU with T a product of transvections. Here
 .  .det U s u¨ and det V s ¨u; they are not necessarily equal while
  ..   ..p det U s p det V .
a bWe calculate now the Dieudonne determinant for the matrix whenÂ  /c d
a / 0.
 .EXAMPLE 3. The Dieudonne Determinant for a 2 = 2 MatrixÂ
1 0 a ba b s y1 y1 /  /  /c d ca 1 0 d y ca b
1 0 a 0 y11 0 1 a bs .y1 y1  /  / /  / 0 1 0 1ca 1 0 d y ca b
Therefore
a b y1s p ad y aca b . 2 .  .c d D
< <Here we denoted the Dieudonne determinant by A .Â D
Remark 1. Not all the properties for the commutative determinant will
hold. For instance
v there is no row expansion formula.
v the Dieudonne determinant of the transpose of a matrix is notÂ
equal to the original determinant.
For a noncommutative D and two elements a, b in D such that ab / ba,
1 athe rows of the matrix A s ith are left linearly independent. Hence /b ab
t 1 bthe Dieudonne determinant is nonzero. The transpose A s hasÂ  /a ab
 .  t. wproportional rows. Hence det A / det A s 0; see Ar, Chap. IV,D D
xexample following Theorem 4.4 .
We shall need the following result established in the original paper by
w x 0Dieudonne Di , 1 in the proof of Theorem 1. In fact, DieudonneÂ Â
originally defined his noncommutative determinant by establishing first the
following
 .  .THEOREM 2 Dieudonne . Let A s a and select a nonzero element inÂ i j
 X .the first column, a / 0. Let A9 s a be the matrix obtained from A byi1 i j
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using elementary row operations to clear all elements in the first column except
a , i.e., subtract the i-th row multiplied on the left by a ay1 from the j-thi1 j1 i1
 .  .row. Denote by A the n y 1 = n y 1 matrix obtained by deleting the firsti j
column an the i-th row from the original A. Then for any i such that a / 0i1
 .  .the product p a ? det A is the same, and it is equal to the DieudonneÂi1 D i1
 .  .  .  .determinant det A of A, i.e., det A s p a ? det A .D i1 D i1
3. THE QUANTUM DETERMINANT
The notion of a quantum determinant was introduced in the theory of
w x w x w x w xquantum groups; see Dr , Ma , FRT , and Gu . The quantum determi-
nant is a central element in the bialgebra of quantum matrices, and we
shall see that it can be defined by a nice formula. It also has nice formulas
for row or column expansion. Being a group-like element in the bialgebra
of quantum matrices, it has a weak multiplicative property when applied
to quantum matrices, such that their components commute pairwise. In
that case the product of the two quantum matrices is again a point of
 .M n . Keep also in mind that the quantum determinant can be de-q
 wfined for quantum matrices that are not square matrices see Ma, Chap. 8,
x.Example 7 .
DEFINITION. Let A be a graded k-algebra A s A such that[ iG 0 i
 .A s k, dim A - `, A is generated by A as an algebra, and the ideal0 k 1 1
of relations is generated by a set of homogeneous generators of degree 2.
Two very important examples of quadratic algebras are:
v  :  .The quantum plane: A s k x, y r yx y qxy .
v
2 2 :  .The quantum Grassmannian: B s k j , h r j , h , jh y qhj .
Another important example of the notion of quadratic algebra introduced
 .by Manin is the quantum matrix bialgebra M 2 . Let k be a field andq
q g k*.
v For n s 2 the generic quantum matrix bialgebra is given by
 .  :M 2 s k a, b, c, d subject to the following relations:q
ab s qy1 ba, cd s qy1dc,
ac s qy1ca, bd s qy1db,
bc s cb , ad y da s qy1 y q bc. .
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The comultiplication is defined as the dual of matrix multiplication namely:
D a s a m a q b m c, .
D b s a m b q b m d , .
D c s c m a q d m c, .
D d s c m b q d m d .
or in short:
a b a b a b
D s m . /  /  /c d c d c d
 .  .  .  .The counit is determined by e a s e d s 1, e b s e c s 0.
Let A be an algebra over k and let w : A ª A be a k-endomorphism.
 .We call a linear endomorphism d a w-derivation of A if d ab s
 .  .  .w a d b q ad b , for all a, b g A. For most of the following results one
usually asks w to be injective, in our case it will be so granted that w is a
k-automorphism.
DEFINITION. If A : B, then we say B is a left Ore extension or skew
w xpolynomial extension of A and write B s A X, w, d if B is a ring of
noncommutative polynomials in the variable X with coefficients in A and
the commutation relations between coefficients and variables are given by:
 .  .Xa s w a X q d a , for all a g A.
 .We have then that M 2 is an iterated Ore extension of k, as shown byq
 w x.the following tower of Ore extensions see Ka, Theorem IV.4.10 :
w x w x w x w x w xk ¨ k a, id, 0 ¨ k a b , w , 0 ¨ k a, b c, w , 0 ¨ M 2 .1 2 q
w x w x w xs k a, b , c, d s k a, b , c d, w , d3
w x w x  .w : k a ª k a is a k-morphism such that w a s qa,1 1
w x w x  .  .w : k a, b ª k a, b is a k-morphism such that w a s qa, w b s b,2 2 2
w x w x  .  .w : k a, b, c ª k a, b, c is a k-morphism with w a s a, w b s qb,3 3 3
 .w c s qc,3
w x w x  .d : k a, b, c ª k a, b, c a w -derivation defined by: d a s3
 y1 .  .  .q y q bc, d b s d c s 0.
When A is a domain and B is an Ore extension then B is also a
 .domain. For this reason M 2 is a domain. When A is left noetherian,q
w xthen the Ore extension B is also left noetherian Ka, Prop. I.8.3 . There-
 w x.fore the left Ore condition is satisfied see Co, Prop. 1.3.2 for the
multiplicative system of nonzero elements and one can construct a total
 .field of fractions of M 2 , which will be denoted in the sequel by D.q
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 :  .Let E s k a, b, c, d with a, b, c, d subject to the relations in M 2q
and R s E B. It means R is generated over k by a, b, c, d and by jm k
 .and h subject to the relations in B , and any of a, b, c, d commutes with
any of j and h. Let us denote:
x9 s ax q by , y9 s cx q dy and j 9 s aj q bh , h9 s cj q dh
We say x9, y9 is a point of the quantum plane if y9x9 s qx9y9 and j 9, h9
is a point of the quantum Grassmannian if j 92 s 0, h92 s 0, and j 9h9 s
qh9j 9.
w xKobyzev noticed, see Ma, Chap. 1 , that a, b, c, and d satisfy the
 .relations defining M 2 , if and only if x9, y9 is a point of the quantumq
plane and j 9, h9 is a point of the quantum Grassmannian.
The quantum determinant for n s 2 is defined to be: det s ad y qy1 bc.q
 .  .  .This is just the unique element det Z in M 2 such that j 9h9 s det Zq q q
? jh in R.
 .  .Using now the commutation relations in M 2 , we get det Z s ad yq q
acay1 b.
If we think of the quantum determinant as being an element in D
a b ab .associated to the matrix , then the image of det Z in D* is equal / qc d
to the value of the Dieudonne determinant for this matrix.Â
On the other side direct calculation shows that the quantum determi-
 .nant det Z is a group-like element and commutes with a, b, c, d. There-q
 .fore det is central in M 2 .q q
For an arbitrary n define
v  :the quantum plane: A s k x , . . . , x subject to: x x y qx x s 01 n j i i j
for all i - j.
v  :the quantum Grassmannian plane: B s k j , . . . , j subject to:1 n
j 2 s 0 for all i, and j j y qy1j j s 0 for all i - j.i i j j i
v the bialgebra of generic quantum matrices to be the noncommuta-
tive ring
 :M n s k z , z , . . . , z .q 11 12 nn
subject to the following relations:
Row relations: z z s qz z for all k - l ,¡ i l i k ik i l
Column relations: z z s qz z for all i - j,jk ik ik jk~Secondary diagonal relations: z z s z z for all i - j, k - l ,Rel i l jk jk i lq
y1Main diagonal relations: z z y z z s q y q z z for all .jl i k ik jl i l jk¢ i - j, k - l.
 .We denote by Z the matrix z such that z satisfy the relations Rel ofi j i j q
 .M n .q
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 .The comultiplication on M n is dual to matrix multiplication, i.e.,q
 .  .D z s  z m z and the counit is defined by e z s d , both ex-i j k ik k j i j i j
 .  .tended multiplicatively to all M n . Then M n is a bialgebra.q q
Notice that one way of looking at these relations is asking whether for
any selection of 2 rows and 2 columns the 4 elements at the intersection of
the selected rows and columns satisfy the relations demanded before for
a,b, c, d in the case n s 2.
 :Denote again E s k z , R s E B, the observation made bymi j k
Kobyzev still holds:
PROPOSITION 2. Let
xX s z x and j X s z j . i i j j i i j j
j j
 . X Then z satisfy the defining equations of M n if and only if x respecti¨ elyi j q i
X. j satisfy the defining relations of the quantum plane respecti¨ ely thei
.quantum Grassmannian plane .
w xNow we follow Manin Ma, Chap. 8 , to define the quantum determinant
DEFINITION. A quadratic algebra A is called a Frobenius algebra of
 .dimension d if dim A s 1, A s 0 for i ) d, and for all j, 0 F j F d thed i
multiplication map m: A m A ª A is a perfect duality. If, in addition,j dyj d
ddim A s , call A a quantum Grassmannian algebra. /i
DEFINITION. Let A be a Frobenius algebra and let E be a bialgebra
 .coacting on A by d : A ª E m A and such that d A : E m A . Then, by1 1
 .induction, for any j one has d A : E m A , and in particular sincej j
 .dim A s 1, there is an element called the quantum determinant of thed
 .coaction D s DET d g E such that for any a g A one hasd
d a s DET d m a. .  .
 .An immediate consequence of coassociativity is that DET d is a group-like
element:
D DET d s DET d m DET d . .  .  . .
w xIt is easy to see now, cf. Ma, Chap. 8, Example 6 , that:
PROPOSITION 3. The quantum Grassmannian plane is a Frobenius
quadratic algebra, in fact e¨en a quantum Grassmannian algebra. The quan-
tum determinant in this case is gi¨ en by the formula:
 .l sy1< <Z s det Z s yq z z ??? z , 3 .  . .q q 1s 1. 2 s 2. ns n.
sgSn
 .where l s is the length of s , equal to the number of in¨ersions in s .
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 : XPROPOSITION 4. Let E s k z , R s E B, and j s  z j . Thenmi j k i j i j j
in R we ha¨e:
j X j X ??? j X s det Z j j ??? j . .1 2 n q 1 2 n
An immediate consequence of the definition of the quantum determi-
nant is the Laplace expansion formulas for row and column expansion.
 .  .Denote by Z the quantum determinant of the n y 1 = n y 1 matrixji
Äobtained by removing the j-th row and the i-th column of Z. Z s
 . jy i .yq Z is called the q-cofactor matrix. The following is proved inji
w x w x w xFRT, Theorem 4 , see also Tk, Prop. 2.3 and PW .
Ä Ä  .PROPOSITION 5. If Z is a quantum matrix, then ZZ s ZZ s det Z I.q
 .Consequently, det Z is central and the following row expansion formulasq
hold:
iy j iyjdet Z s yq z Z s yq z Z . .  .  . q i j i j i j i j
j i
 .  .There is an algebra automorphism t : M n ª M n , called the trans-q q
 .position and defined by extending multiplicatively from t z s z . It isi j ji
known that the quantum determinant is invariant under t .
We remark now that exactly as in the case n s 2 shown before the ring
 .  :of quantum matrices M n s k z , z , . . . , z is an iterated Ore ex-q 11 12 nn
tension of k. Therefore we can establish inductively that it is a left and
 .right noetherian domain. Hence M n is a domain and satisfies the Oreq
condition for the multiplicative system of nonzero elements. From now on
we shall denote by D the skew field that is the total ring of fractions of
 .  :M n s k z , z , . . . , z .q 11 12 nn
 .DEFINITION. Let R be a k-algebra. We call on R-point of M nq
 .respectively of the quantum plane or quantum Grassmannian plane any
  . .   .k-algebra morphism in A lg M n , R respectively in A lg A, R ork q k
 ..A lg B, R .k
 .Any k-algebra morphism F: M n ª R is uniquely determined by aq
 .  .matrix with entries in R given by r s r s F z such that the elementsi j i j
r satisfy the relations Rel for quantum matrices. Given such a matrix,i j q
 .we shall denote by F the R point of M n uniquely determined by r, andr q
we shall say that r is a quantum matrix.
DEFINITION. The quantum determinant evaluated at an R point r of
 .M n isq
 .l sy1< <r s F det X s yq r r ??? r . .  . . q r q 1s 1. 2 s 2. ns n.
sgSn
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4. THE MAIN RESULTS
 X .Let us now define a new matrix Z9 s z byi j
zX s z for any j, zX s 0 for i s 2, . . . , n , 4 .1 j 1 j i1
zX s z y z zy1 z for i s 2, . . . , n and j s 2, . . . , n. 5 .i j i j i1 11 1 j
Note that Z9 is obtained from the generic Z by clearing up all the
positions in the first column except the first one by use of elementary row
transformations.
 .  .Let Z0 be the n y 1 = n y 1 matrix obtained by deleting the first
row and the first column of Z9.
 .THEOREM 3 Row Reducing a Quantum Matrix . The matrix Z9 is a
 .quantum matrix, its elements satisfy the defining relations Rel of M n .q q
Proof. We may check directly that for any selection of the first row
with any other row and any two columns different from the first, the
relations are satisfied. An observation that makes the calculations easier is
X z zy1 11 1 ithat z s z . Now for a s z , b s z , c s z , d s z one mayz zi j 11 11 1 i j1 jij1 ji q
use the fact that the quantum determinant ad y qy1 bc commutes with
a, b, c, d.
For the other selections direct calculations will prove that if A s zX ,i k
B s zX , C s zX , D s zX and i - j, k - l then A, B, C, and D satisfy thei l jk jl
relations for quantum matrices. All the proofs work in a similar way: we
express all monomials in terms of a Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt basis ofÂ
monomials in zX 's with indices in increasing lexicographic order by usingi j
the commutation relations and look for cancellations.
LEMMA 1. BC s CB.
Proof. We express BC y CB in terms of a basis of monomials in zX 'si j
with indices in increasing lexicographic order using the commutation
relations
BC y CB s z y z zy1 z z y z zy1 z .  .i l i1 11 1 l jk j1 11 1k
y z y z zy1 z z y z zy1 z . .jk j1 11 1k i l i1 11 1 l
s z z y z z zy1 z y z zy1 z z q z zy1 z z zy1 zil jk i l j1 11 1k i1 11 1 l jk i1 11 1 l j1 11 1k^` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
1 2 3 4
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y z z q z zy1 z z q z z zy1 z y z zy1 z z zy1 z .jk i l j1 11 1k i l jk i1 11 1 l j1 11 1k i1 11 1 l^` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
19 29 39 49
y1 y129 s q z z z z ,11 1k i l j1
y1 y13 s q z z z z ,11 1 l i1 jk
y1 y12 s q z z z z .i l 11 1k j1
s use now the formula day1 y ay1d s qy1 y q ay1 bcay1 .
s qy1 y q qy2 ay2 bc . .
s qy1 zy1 z z z q qy1 y q qy2 zy2 z z z z .  .11 i l 1k j1 11 1k 1 l i1 j1
s use now ad y da s qy1 y q bc . .
s qy1 zy1 z z z y qy1 y q qy1 zy1 z z z .11 1k i l j1 11 1 l i k j1
q qy1 y q qy2 zy2 z z z z , . 11 1k 1 l i1 j1
y1 y1 y1 y139 s q z z z z s q z z z z . .jk 11 1 l i l 11 1 l jk i1
q qy1 y q qy2 zy2 z z z z . 11 1k 1 l i1 j1
s qy1 zy1 z z z y qy1 y q qy1 zy1 z z z .11 1 l i1 jk 11 1 l i k j1
q qy1 y q qy2 zy2 z z z z . . 11 1k 1 l i1 j1
Now one can see that all like terms cancel.
LEMMA 2. BA s qAB.
Proof.
BA y qAB
s z y z zy1 z z y z zy1 z .  .i l i1 11 1 l i k i1 11 1k
yq z y z zy1 z z y z zy1 z .  .i k i1 11 1k i l i1 11 1 l
s z z y z z zy1 z y z zy1 z z q z zy1 z z zy1 zil ik i l i1 11 1k i1 11 1 l i k i1 11 1 l i1 11 1k^` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
1 2 3 4
y qz z q q z zy1 z z q q z z zy1 z y q z zy1 z z zy1 z .i k i l i1 11 1k i l ik i1 11 1 l i1 11 1k i1 11 1 l^`_ ^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
19 29 39 49
Now 1 s 19 and 4 s 49 and
y129 s z z z z ,11 1k i1 i l
y1 y13 s q z z z z ,11 1 l i1 i k
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y1 y12 s q z z z z .i l 11 i1 1k
s qy1 zy1 z z z y qy1 y q qy2 zy2 z z z z .  .11 i l 1k i1 11 1 l i1 1k i1
s qy1 zy1 z z z y qy1 y q zy1 z z z .11 1k i l i1 11 1 l i1 i k
y qy1 y q qy2 zy2 z z z 2 , . 11 1k 1 l i1
y1 y1 y1 y2 y2 239 s z z z z s qz z z z q q y q q z z z z . . .i k 11 i1 1 l 11 1 l i1 i k 11 1k 1 l i1
The cancellations are now clear.
LEMMA 3. CA s qAC.
Proof.
CA y qAC
s z y z zy1 z z y z zy1 z . .jk j1 11 1k ik i1 11 1k
yq z y z zy1 z z y z zy1 z .  .i k i1 11 1k jk j1 11 1k
s z z y z z zy1 z y z zy1 z z q z zy1 z z zy1 zjk ik jk i1 11 1k j1 11 1k ik j1 11 1k i1 11 1k^` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
1 2 3 4
y qz z q q z zy1 z z q q z z zy1 z y q z zy1 z z zy1 z .i k jk i1 11 1k jk ik j1 11 1k i1 11 1k j1 11 1k^`_ ^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
19 29 39 49
Now 1 s 19 and 4 s 49 and
y129 s z z z z ,11 1k i1 jk
y1 y13 s q z z z z ,11 1k ik j1
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y2 y2 22 s q z z z z s q z z z z y q y q q z z z z .  . .jk 11 i1 1k 11 1k jk i1 11 1k i1 j1
s zy1 z z z y qy1 y q zy1 z z z y qy1 y q qy2 zy2 z 2 z z , .  .11 1k i1 jk 11 1k ik j1 11 1k i1 j1
y1 y1 y1 y2 y2 239 s z z z z s qz z z z q q y q q z z z z . . .i k 11 j1 1k 11 1k ik j1 11 1k i1 j1
The cancellations are obvious now.
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 y1 .LEMMA 4. AD y DA s q y q BC.
Proof.
AD y DA y qy1 y q BC .
s z y z zy1 z z y z zy1 z .  .i k i1 11 1k jl j1 11 1 l
y z y z zy1 z z y z zy1 z . .jl j1 11 1 l i k i1 11 1k
y qy1 y q z y z zy1 z z y z zy1 z .  .  .i l i1 11 1 l jk j1 11 1k
s z z y z zy1 z z y z z zy1 z q z zy1 z z zy1 zik jl i1 11 1k jl ik j1 11 1 l i1 11 1k j1 11 1 l^` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
1 2 3 4
y z z q z z zy1 z q z zy1 z z y z zy1 z z zy1 zjl ik jl i1 11 1k j1 11 1 l i k j1 11 1 l i1 11 1k^` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
19 29 39 49
y qy1 y q z z y z z zy1 z y z zy1 z z . i l jk i l j1 11 1k i1 11 1 l jk^ _` ^ ` _ ^ ` _
10 20 30
q z zy1 z z zy1 z .i1 11 1 l j1 11 1k /^ ` _
40
y1Now 1 y 19 s 10 and 4 s q 49 , 49 s q 40 and we are left with
AD y DA y qy1 y q BC .
y1s 29 y q y q 20 . .
y1q 2 y q y q 30 q 39 y 3 . .
s z z y qy1 y q z z zy1 z . .jl i1 i l j1 11 1k
y1 y1y z z z z y q y q z z q 39 y 3 . .i1 11 1k jl 1 l jk
y1 y1s z z z z y z z z z q 39 y 3 .i1 jl 11 1k i l 11 jl 1k^ ` _ ^ ` _
5 6
y1 y1 y1 y2 y25 s z z z z s z z z z q q y q q z z z z z . .i1 jl 11 1k i1 11 jl 1k i1 11 1 l j1 1k
s qy1 zy1 z z z q qy1 y q qy3 zy2 z z z z .  .11 i1 1k jl 11 1k 1 l j1 i1
s qy1 zy1 z z z y qy1 y q qy1 zy1 z z z .11 i1 jl 1k 11 1 l i1 jk
q qy1 y q qy3 zy2 z z z z , . 11 1k 1 l j1 i1
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y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y16 s q z z z z s q z z z z y q y q q z z z z , .  .11 i1 jl 1k 11 i1 1k jl 11 1 l i1 jk
y1 y1 y1 y13 s q z z z z s q z z z z .i k 11 j1 1 l 11 i k 1 l j1
y qy1 y q qy2 zy2 z z z z . 11 1k i1 1 l j1
s qy1 zy1 z z z y qy1 y q qy3 zy2 z z z z , .11 1 l i k j1 11 1k 1 l i1 j1
y1 y139 s q z z z z .11 1 l i k j1
This also ends the proof of the lemma and the proof of the theorem.
Remark 2. A warning is in order. It is not true that by any elementary
transformation a quantum matrix would change to a new quantum matrix.
We proved that this is true only in the case when one performs the usual
elementary transformations such that all elements in the first column
except just one are set to zero; this is the matrix we denoted by Z9. Of
course, Z being generic this can be iterated several times in order to
obtain an upper triangular matrix.
Remark 3. The case n s 3. The quantum determinant is
det Z s z z z y qy1 z z z y qy1 z z z .q 3 11 22 33 12 21 33 11 23 32
q qy2 z z z q qy2 z z z y qy3 z z z .12 23 31 13 21 32 13 22 31
 w x.One can prove through laborious calculations see PH that the coset of
 .the det Z mod commutators equals the Dieudonne determinant of theÂq 3
3 = 3 quantum matrix Z .3
Remark 4. At this point, induction would work if the quantum determi-
nant were multiplicative. This is not the case. For instance, for the
quantum matrix Z corresponding to the parameter q, the square matrix
Z 2 is a quantum matrix for the parameter q2. This is a quite astonishing
 .fact that calls for explanation! Due to the fact that det Z is a group-likeq
element, one has a weak multiplicative property, namely if A and B are
quantum matrices such that their elements commute pairwise, then the
 .  .  .product AB is again a quantum matrix and det AB s det A det B .q q q
But in the case when we perform elementary row operations on Z, say
A is a product of transvections and B s Z, the components of these
matrices do not commute, so the above-mentioned result does not apply.
Meanwhile we can prove directly the following result which is all we
need:
 .THEOREM 4 Row Reducing the Quantum Determinant . The quantum
determinants of the matrix Z9 obtained by row reducing a generic quantum
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 .  .matrix Z as in formulas 4 and 5 is equal to the quantum determinant of the
original quantum matrix:
< < < <Z s Z9 . 6 .q q
 y1: XProof. Let E9 s k z , z , R9 s E9 B, and j s  z j , andmi j 11 k i j i j j
j Y s  zX j .i j i j j
In R9 we have
j X j X ??? j X s det Z j j ??? j .1 2 n q 1 2 n
and
j Yj Y ??? j Y s det Z9 j j ??? j . .1 2 n q 1 2 n
If we denote t [ yz zy1 then j Y s j X q t ? j X for any i ) 1 we mayi i1 11 i i i 1
write
j Yj Y ??? j Y s j X j X q t j X ??? j X q t j X . .  .1 2 n 1 2 2 1 n n 1
By induction we prove now:
j X j X q t j X ??? j X q t j X s j X j X ??? j X j X q t j X ??? j X q t j X . .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 n n 1 1 2 iy1 i i 1 n n 1
7 .
Indeed
j X j X ??? j X j X q t j X ??? j X q t j X .  .1 2 iy1 i i 1 n n 1
s j X j X ??? j X j X j X q t j X ??? j X q t j X .  .1 2 iy1 i iq1 iq1 1 n n 1
q j X j X ??? j X ? t j X j X q t j X ??? j X q t j X .  .1 2 iy1 i 1 iq1 iq1 1 n n 1
s j X j X ??? j X j X j X q t j X ??? j X q t j X .  .1 2 iy1 i iq1 iq1 1 n n 1
q j X j X ??? j X ? j X qt j X q t j X ??? j X q t j X .  .1 2 iy1 1 i iq1 iq1 1 n n 1
because a direct calculation shows that t j X s qj X t . But using the facti 1 1 i
that j X are points of the quantum Grassmannian plane, by Proposition 2,i
i.e., j X 2 s 0 for all i, and j Xj X s qy1j Xj X for all i - j, it follows thati i j j i
j X j X ??? j X ? j X s 0 so the second term vanishes. We shall later need a1 2 iy1 1
multiparameter version of this result; you may see it holds as well.
Eventually for i s n we get
j Yj Y ??? j Y s j X j X q t j X ??? j X q t j X s j X j X ??? j X . .  .1 2 n 1 2 2 1 n n 1 1 2 n
Therefore
j X j X ??? j X s det Z j j ??? j s j Yj Y ??? j Y s det Z9 j j ??? j . .  .1 2 n q 1 2 n 1 2 n q 1 2 n
 .  .Hence det Z s det Z9 .q q
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We can now prove
 .COROLLARY Quantum Determinant and Dieudonnee Determinant .Â
Let Z be a generic quantum matrix, i.e., its elements satisfy the relations Rel .q
Then
p det Z s det Z . .  . .q D
< < < <Proof. Using the result above, Z s Z9 . Now by column expansionq q
< < < <Z9 s z Z0 . Because Z9 hence also Z0 are quantum matrices and theq q11
dimension of Z0 is n y 1, by induction in the class of q-matrices such that
all the principal q-minors are non-zero, and specialization of Z to I
.  < < .  .shows that this is the case , it follows that p Z0 s det Z0 . On theq D
 .  .  .other hand, by Theorem 2, det Z s p z det Z0 .D 11 D
5. ROW REDUCING IN THE MULTIPARAMETRIC CASE
In this section we look at the quantum determinant for the multiparam-
eter quantum linear group over a field k. We shall use the notation and
w xresults from AST .
 .If p s p is such that p p s 1 and p s 1, we call such a matrix p ai j i j ji i i
multiplicatively antisymmetric matrix. If l, p g k* define the generici j
multiparameter quantum linear group to be a k-algebra with generators
 .  :u , M n s k u , u , . . . , u subject to the following twisted quan-i j p, l 11 12 nn
tum relations:
1¡
Row relations: u u s u u for all k - l ,i l i k ik i lplk
Column relations: u u s l p u u for all i - j,jk ik ji i k jk
Secondary diagonal relations:~ l pTW Rel jip , l u u s u u for all i - j, k - l ,jk i l i l jkpk l
Main diagonal relations:
pji
u u s u u q l y 1 p u u if i - j, k - l. .jl i k ik jl ji i l jk¢ pk l
 .We denote by U j the matrix u , with u satisfying the above twistedi j i j
quantum relations TW Rel , and let q [ l p for all i - j, q [ 1 andp, l ji ji i i
y1  4q [ l p for i ) j, and I s 1, . . . , n .ji i j
 .  .The comultiplication on M n is dual to matrix multiplication: D up, l i j
 .s  u m u , and the counit is defined by e z s d , both extendedk ik k j i j i j
 .  .multiplicatively to all M n . Then M n has a bialgebra structure.p, l p, l
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 .M n can be obtained by using the Manin quadratic algebra construc-p, l
tion for the following two quadratic algebras:
v  :A s k x , . . . , x subject to relations: x x s q x x for all i, j g I.1 n j i ji i j
v  :B s k y , . . . , y subject to relations: y y s p y y for all i, j g I.1 n j i i j i j
w xWe proceed as in AST to define the determinant, namely we consider the
corresponding Grassmannian algebras A! and B!
v
! 2 :A s k j , . . . , j subject to relations: j j s yq j j and j s1 n j i i j i j i
0, ; i, j g I.
v
! 2 :B s k h , . . . , h subject to relations: h h s yp h h and h s1 n j i ji i j i
0, ; i, j g I.
For any subset J of I write j s  j and h s  h ; the productJ jg J j J jg J j
is taken in increasing order.
 .  .Let H s H p, l s M n , and consider the coactions:p, l
d : A!ª A!m H and d : B !ª H m B !,
 .which are both algebra homomorphisms. If d j s  u m j andj j jk j
 .d h s  u m h then it follows thatj j jk j
d j s j m U and d h s U m h , .  . K J JK K K J J
J J
w x w xwhere, as in AST, Lemma 1 , J, K is the set of bijective mappings
u : J ª K for any subsets J, K of I and, by definition,Ä
U [ s p , u u , u s s qy1 , u u , .  .   J , K j j u k , k
jgJ kgKw x w xug J , K ug J , K
 .with the products taken in increasing order and s p, u s
 . yp .j- j9, u j) u j9 u j, u j9
 .In particular, for J s K s I we get det U s U .p, l I, I
DEFINITION. The multiparameter quantum determinant is
det U s U s s p , u u ??? u , .  .p , l I , I 1, u 1 n , u n
ugSn
where
s p , u s yp . 8 .  .  . u j , u j9
j-j9 , u j)u j9
 :As we did before for the quantum matrices, if H s k u , R s H B,mi j k
then a reformulation of this definition is that in R we have:
X X X X  .PROPOSITION 6. If h s u h then h h ??? h sdet U h h ??? h .i j i j j 1 2 n p, l 1 2 n
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In a similar way we have formulas for row and column expansion.
 .  .Denote by U the determinant det of the n y 1 = n y 1 matrixji p, l
obtained by removing the jth row and the ith column of U.
n  . jy1  .Let us denote b [  yq and g [  yp .j msjq1 jm j ms1 jm
w  .xThe following is proved in AST, Theorem 3, 21 .
PROPOSITION 7. If U is a quantum multiparameter matrix, then
 .  .  .1 The element det U is normalizing but it is not central .p, l
 .2 The following row and column expansion formulas hold:
b gj k
det U s U u s u U . 9 .  . p , l jk jk jk jkb gk jj k
w xAnother important fact established in AST that we need to use is the
 .  .fact that M n can be obtained by twisting the multiplication in M np, l q
by a cocycle associated to p.
First note that for l s q2 and pX s q for i - j, pX s qy1 for i ) j, andi j i j
X  .2p s 1, the corresponding multiparametric quantum matrix ring M nii p9, q
 .is just M n .q
Now let G be an abelian group isomorphic to the product of n copies of
Z. Using the multiplicative notation and denoting by t the generator ofi
the i-th copy, we may write
 :  :  :G f t = t = ??? = t . 10 .1 2 n
 .We give M n a grading by letting u have left degree equal to t andp, l i j i
right degree equal to t and extend this multiplicatively. Then if we remarkj
 .that M n is an iterated Ore extension, and if we let D be its total fieldp, l
of fractions, then uy1, an element in D, has left degree ty1 and righti j i
degree ty1.j
 .For an arbitrary antisymmetric matrix p s p such that p p s 1 andi j i j ji
p s 1, define the 2-cocycle on G byi i
c t m i , t n j [ pm i n j . .  p i j i j
i-j
In fact, this is the unique bimultiplicative function such that
c t , t s p if i - j and c t , t s 1 if i G j. .  .p i j i j p i j
Conversely, for any 2-cocycle c on G we associate the following matrix
 .r c , which has the property that p is antisymmetric:
c t , t .i j
r t , t s . .i j i j c t , t .j i
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w xProposition 1 in AST shows that the correspondences defined above
2 .define a bijection from H G, k* to the set of multiplicatively antisym-
metric matrices p, i.e., with the property p p s 1 and p s 1.i j ji i i
If A is a G = G-graded algebra, having both a left and a right grading,
we define a new multiplication ``('' on A called the multiplication twisted
by cy1 on the left and by c on the right by the formula:p p
a( b s cy1 t , t c t , t a ? b , 11 .  . .p i j p k l
where a has left degree t and right degree t , b has left degree t andi k j
right degree t .l
We write y1 A for the algebra A with the twisted multiplication (.c c
w xWe need also the following result established in AST, Theorem 4 :
 .  . y1PROPOSITION 8. If we twist H p, l s M n simultaneously by c onp, l p
the left and by c on the right, we obtainp
y1 M n s M n or y1 H p , l s H r c p , l . .  .  .  . .c cc p , l r c. p , l c
 .  .  .In particular, M n can be obtained by twisting M n s H p9, lp, l q
 2 X X y1 X .for l s q and p s q for i - j, p s q for i ) j, and p s 1 by thei j i j i i
cocycle defined above c . In this particular case we shall not use ( anyp
more for the multiplication but simply juxtaposition.
We are now ready now to look at the determinant of the matrix U. First
we look at
 .EXAMPLE 4 The Multiparametric Quantum Determinant for n s 2 .
The multiparametric quantum determinant is
u u11 12 s u u y p u u .11 22 21 12 21u u21 22 p , l
The Dieudonne determinant isÂ
det U s u u y u uy1 u . .  .D 11 22 21 11 12
Now use the defining relations:
1 l p21y1 y1u u s u u and u u s u u .21 11 11 21 21 12 12 21l p p21 12
  ..  .Use also 1rp s p and this will establish p det U s det U for12 21 p, l D
n s 2.
We may now prove that if U is a multiparametric quantum matrix
satisfying the twisted relations TW Rel , then for any n we havep, l
  ..  .p det U s det U .p, l D
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 X .Let us define the matrix U9 s u byi j
uX s u for any j, uX s 0 for i s 2, . . . , n , 12 .1 j 1 j i1
uX s u y u uy1 u for i s 2, . . . , n and j s 2, . . . , n. 13 .i j i j i1 11 1 j
U9 is obtained from the generic U by clearing up all the positions of the
first column except the first one by use of elementary row transformations.
 .  .Let U0 be the n y 1 = n y 1 matrix obtained by deleting the first
row and the first column of U9. Just like before we can establish the
following:
 .THEOREM 5 Row Reducing the Multiparametric Quantum Matrix .
The matrix U9 is a multiparametric quantum matrix, i.e., its elements satisfy
 .the relations TW Rel defining M n .p, l p, l
Proof. The proof relies on the following fact: each relation in TW Relp, l
is obtained by twisting the corresponding relation in Rel the relations ofq
 ..M n . We use the identification z l u and keep in mind that theq i j i j
product of the u is obtained by twisting by cy1 on the left and by c oni j p p
the right the multiplication of the corresponding z , so we get a factor likei j
 . y1 .c t , t c t , t when twisting the product z ? z .p i j p k l ik jl
Now a direct calculation shows that u uy1 u comes from the corre-i1 11 1 j
y1  y1.sponding product z z z changed by the factor c t , t =i1 11 1 j p i 1
y1 y1 .  y1 y1. y1 .c t , t c t t , t c e, t . This factor is equal to 1 because c isp 1 1 p i 1 1 p j p
bimultiplicative by its definition. It means the product is not changed by
the twist. It has the same left and the same right degree as u .i j
Therefore uX has left degree t and right degree t , in fact, the same lefti j i j
 y1and the same right degree as u . Then by twisting by c on the left andi j p
. Xby c on the right the products in the relations Rel satisfied by z , wep q i j
get that the relations TW Rel are satisfied by uX , because the degreesp, l i j
are the same for z and zX . We can see now that uX satisfy exactly thei j i j i j
twisted relations TW Rel . This establishes the theorem.p, l
COROLLARY Multiparametric Quantum Determinant and DieudonneÂ
.Determinant . Let U be a multiparametric generic quantum matrix satisfying
the relations TW Rel . Then for any n we ha¨ep, l
p det U s det U . .  . .p , l D
Proof. We use induction exactly as in the proof of the quantum
< < < <determinant. The proof for Z s Z9 works exactly in the same way,q q
< < < < < <establishing that U s U9 and by column expansion U9 sp, l p, l q
< <u U0 .q11
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Because U9 hence also U0 are multiparametric quantum matrices and
 < < .  .the dimension of U0 is n y 1, by induction p U0 s det U0 . On theq D
 .  .  .other hand, by Theorem 2, det U s p u det U0 , which proves ourD 11 D
result.
Remark 5. We proved Theorems 3 and 5 and their corollaries for the
generic matrices Z and U. In this case we do not have to worry about the
existence of zy1 or uy1 at any step of the induction.11 11
Note added in proof. In case Z is not generic these results may no longer hold when q s y1.
I thank H. J.- Schneider and B. Jtruber for showing me the example of the 2 = 2 matrix,È
permuting 2 rows, for q s y1.
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